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Abstract 
 

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) is an AC motor in which the rotor must 

operate at synchronous speed in all load conditions. If the motor mechanical load 

increases, the motor can lose synchronization, stopping the motor. In sensorless control 

systems, i.e., those without speed sensors, the speed is estimated from the stator current 

using the Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) algorithm. Because such systems 

therefore cannot detect the loss of synchronization, it is necessary to design a 

synchronization loss detection system. Here, another speed estimation calculated from the 

stator currents and voltages is introduced. The speed is called a calculated speed. In the 

normal condition (synchronous condition), estimated speed and calculated speed will be 

approximately equal. However, when synchronization loss occurs, these two speed values 

diverge. On the basis of this phenomenon, a synchronization loss detection algorithm and 

method are developed. The algorithm’s speed-delta boundary values and detection 

period must be determined. The greater the setpoint speed, the higher the speed-delta 

boundary values but the smaller the detection period. The experiments confirm that the 

proposed algorithm is able to effectively detect the occurrence of synchronization loss 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

One type of AC motor is the Permanent Magnet 

Synchronous Motor (PMSM). PMSMs are widely used as 

a driving force for electric vehicles because of their 

efficiency, torque, power, and power factors, as well 

as their smaller sizes and lighter weights. In addition, 

PMSM produces relatively low current rates, vibration, 

and inertia vibrations [1].  

A PMSM is a three-phase synchronous motor with a 

permanent magnet rotor surrounded by a stator in the 

form of a coil. The PMSM rotor rotates at the same 

speed as the stator magnetic field. The rotor is locked 

in the rotary field. The rotor must operate at 

synchronous speed in all load states. If the motor 

mechanical load increases, the motor can lose 

synchronization, causing the motor to stop running [2].   

As DC motors, torque control in AC motors is achieved 

by controlling the motor currents. But unlike the case 

for DC motors, both the phase angle and the modulus 

of the current in AC motors must be controlled. In 

other words, the current vector has to be controlled 

[3]. Vector control allows the torque and flux that 

produce current to be decoupled so that each can 

be controlled separately. In this process, the three-

phase PMSM mathematical model is converted to a 

two-phase mathematical model using the Clarke and 

Park transformation [3].  

In the sensor-based control methods, a 

position/speed sensor mounted on the rotor would be 

required in order to control the speed of the motor. 

However, the addition of sensors increases costs and 

causes problems when installing sensors. To overcome 

difficulties in installing position/speed sensors, speed 
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sensorless control can be used. To estimate the speed 

value, an observer  estimates the motor speed of the 

rotor current that is measured using a current sensor. 

There are several types of observers, among them the 

Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) [4] used in 

the present research. 

In speed sensorless control systems in which the 

speed is estimated from stator current using the MRAS 

algorithm, a key problem is that the system is not able 

to detect synchronization loss that accompanies 

substantial increases in load, as illustrated [5] and 

experimentally demonstrated [6] by Harini et al. (2017, 

2018). In their study, the load on the motor was 

increased substantially once motor rotation had 

stabilized at 90 RPM, so that it oscillated around speed 

0 (i.e., the motor stopped). Although the load was 

then released again, the motor remained stopped; 

that is, the actual speed was zero. However, the 

estimated value of motor speed did not show a value 

of 0, instead remaining stable at a finite nonzero value. 

This means that an estimation error occurred. Such 

estimation error must be detected as early as possible 

so that the condition of synchronization loss can be 

prevented. Therefore, it is necessary to design a 

synchronization loss detection system. 

Various researchers have proposed methods of 

control system error detection. Yusivar et al. (2014) 

proposed a smart household energy system algorithm 

to anticipate error conditions in the power system 

network [7]. This algorithm did not apply to sensorless 

systems. Foo et al. (2013) proposed an algorithm to 

detect faults in current sensors used in sensorless 

control systems of Interior PMSMs [8]. In contrast to the 

algorithm proposed in the present study, their 

algorithm was used to detect errors in either of the two 

current sensors installed. This algorithm thus did not 

detect speed estimation error directly. Bisheimer et al. 

(2008) also proposed methods of current sensor error 

detection [9]. Dybkowski et al. (2014) proposed a 

method for detecting position sensor errors in induction 

motors [10]. Most published methods related to error 

detection apply to induction motors [11-21]. 

In studies conducted by previous researchers, the 

motor was not tested for large loads. However, 

Barcaro et al. (2012) tested the Permanent Magnet 

engine under several load conditions; their results 

showed no synchronization loss for this engine [22]. 

Research conducted by SC Agarlita et al. [23] and H 

Wei et al. [24] also tested PMSM with several variations 

of the load but did not show synchronization loss. 

Therefore, the research in this paper has not been 

studied by other researchers. 

In detecting motor position or speed errors in a 

sensorless control system, two inputs are commonly 

used. They are the stator current and voltage. Most of 

the detection methods use current input only. For 

example, in Torabi et al. (2017) and Consoli et al. 

(2010), the method of detecting position errors used a 

current sensor to detect the stator current [18], [25]. 

The method proposed in the present paper uses input 

from current and voltage sensors. Shaeboub et al. 

(2015) compared two methods of detecting stator 

errors, i.e. a method that uses input from the current 

sensor and a method that uses input from the voltage 

sensor [19]. Their results for speed sensorless control 

show that voltage sensor input provides effective 

diagnostic features. Therefore, to detect the loss of 

synchronization, here, another speed estimation 

calculated from the stator currents and voltages is 

introduced. The speed is called a calculated speed.  

As for decision-making algorithms, several methods 

have been studied and applied to sensors. Yusivar et 

al. (2013) and Foo et al. (2013) directly compared the 

current from the current sensor with a certain 

boundary value [7], [8]. In contrast, in Strankowski and 

Guziński (2016), the decision is made by activating a 

timer that expires 100 s after a certain number of 

samples [17]. In the present study, decision making is 

done by activating a timer that expires several 

seconds after the first occurrence of a certain 

threshold of difference between the estimated speed 

and the calculated speed. The optimal timer duration 

is determined experimentally. Such a method is useful 

for anticipating pseudo-estimation errors, in which 

synchronization loss does not occur. In those scenarios, 

the estimated value may change slightly but then 

return to the previous value. 

In this paper, the proposed synchronization loss 

detection method for PMSM speed sensorless control 

systems is implemented experimentally. To this end, the 

Myway PE-Expert4 Digital Control System is used [6].  
 

 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 
 

As explained in the introduction, a sensorless control 

system that uses MRAS as an observer is not able to 

detect synchronization loss that accompanies 

substantial increases in load. Therefore, in this paper, 

the new method of detecting synchronization loss is 

proposed. The proposed synchronization loss detection 

method system is shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
 

Figure 1 Proposed synchronization loss detection method 
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As shown in Figure 1, synchronization loss detection is 

determined on the basis of the speed-delta value 

( e ), which is the difference between the estimated 

rotational speed ( ê
) and the calculated rotational 

speed ( cale _
). The calculated speed formula will be 

provided in detail below. The inputs of speed 

calculation are stator currents and voltages using 

sensors. The estimated speed is the output of the MRAS 

observer as part of the speed sensorless control system. 

The MRAS estimates the speed from stator currents 

measured using the current and voltage sensors from 

the decoupling part of the speed sensorless control 

system.  

Figure 2 shows the proposed algorithm for 

synchronization loss detection. To determine 

synchronization loss, the speed-delta boundary values 

must be determined. That process is based on data 

obtained experimentally. If the speed-delta is outside 

the specified range (Delta ≥ Upper or Delta ≤ Lower), 

then timer dt2 is activated. Determination of dt2’s 

duration (detection period), i.e., Delay_2, is also 

accomplished experimentally. If the speed-delta value 

continues to increase during dt2, then the status 

variable is marked “1”. This means that there has been 

a synchronization loss that has caused motor rotation 

to stop, even while the observer estimates that the 

motor is still running at a certain speed. On the other 

hand, if the speed-delta value decreases during dt2, 

then the status variable is marked “0”. This means no 

synchronization loss has occurred. To overcome 

inaccurate calculation due to transient conditions at 

the start of the motor, initiation of the error detection 

process is delayed by a delay period (Delay_1) as 

implemented by the activation of timer dt1. 

Determination of dt1’s duration, i.e., Delay_1, is also 

done experimentally.  

As explained above, the values in the algorithm, 

such as delta speed boundaries, Delay_1 (delay 

period) and Delay_2 (detection period), are 

determined experimentally. In Strankowski and Guziński 

(2016), the determination of the timer period 

activation, i.e., 100 s after a certain number of 

samples, was not explained [17]. Therefore, in this 

paper, the timer period activation was determined 

experimentally.  The algorithm was tried for several 

periods, from large to small period, to get the best fault 

detection. If these values are too large then the system 

will be late in detecting synchronization losses. 

However, if these values are too small, the system can 

detect the synchronization loss incorrectly.   

The synchronization loss detection mechanism used 

in the sensorless control system is shown in Figure 3. The 

system consists of two parts: the original sensorless 

control system [6] and the proposed synchronization 

loss detection system.  

The sensorless control system consists of: 

a. the motor used in this study, i.e., a PMSM with 

specifications as shown in Table 1, 

b. the observer used in this study, i.e., an MRAS to 

estimate motor speed, 

c. the current control used in this study, i.e., a 

Proportional Integral controller, and 

d. the motor speed control used in this study, i.e., 

an Integral Proportional controller. 

Observer and controller constants referring drawn 

from previous research can be found in Table 2 [6]. The 

constants consist of gain values of observer and 

controllers, current controller time constant (Tsc), and 

speed controller time sampling (Tss). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Algorithm for synchronization loss detection
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Figure 3 Block diagram of proposed synchronization loss detection mechanism for the PMSM sensorless control system  

 

Table 1 PMSM specifications 

 
No. Parameters Values 

1 Number of pole pairs N 4 

2 Stator resistance Rs (Ω) 0.14710 

3 Stator inductance in the d-axis Lsd (mH) 0.29420 

4 Stator inductance in the q-axis Lsq (mH) 0.38247 

5 Electrical constant ke (Vpeak/rad/s) 0.05597 

6 Magnet flux linkage ( F ) (Vpeak/rad/s/N) 0.0134 

7 Motor inertia J (kgm2) 0.01 

   
 

Table 2 Observer and controller constants 

 

No. Functions Constants Values 

1 Current Controller Kpd 29.420 

  Kid 14.710 

  Kpq 38.247 

  Kiq 14.710 

  Tsc 0.0001 s 

2 Speed Controller Kp 0.2125 

  Ki 0.9 

  Tss 0.001 s 

3 Observer Kwrp 0.01 

  Kwri 0.1 

 

 

The synchronization loss detection system consists 

of: 

a. current and voltage measurements using 

current and voltage sensors. The three-phase 

current and voltage measurements are then 

converted to two phases using the Clarke and 

Park transformation [26]; 

b. Low Pass Filter (LPF); 

c. speed calculation; and 

d. synchronization loss detection method. 

The synchronization loss detection method has been 

explained above. Other parts of the synchronization 

loss detection system are explained below. 

 

a. Current and Voltage Measurements 

 

The three-phase mathematical model of PMSM is 

changed into a two-phase mathematical model using 

Clarke and Park transformations [26]. The Clarke 

transformation converts the balanced three-phase 

quantities (vsa,sb,sc) into a two-phase stationary 

reference frame (v ) using (1):  

 

 

 

 

               (1)   

 

 

 

 

where vsα and vsβ are the respective stator voltages in 

the α,β reference frame. 

The Park transformation converts from a stationary 

reference frame into a rotating reference frame (d, q, 

0) using (2). 
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where e  is the electric angle of the motor, and vsd 

and vsq are the respective stator voltages in the d-q 

reference frame. 
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b. Low Pass Filter (LPF) 

 

To reduce fluctuations in the values of the stator 

current and voltage that are measured, the current 

and voltage are filtered using the transfer function (3): 

 

 
1

1
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s
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 (3) 

 

where sT is the time constant. As shown in Figure 4, a 

100 ms time constant is able to reduce signal noise. 

Therefore, this study uses a time constant of 100 ms. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 The effect of constant time value for speed-delta 

value (
e ) 

 

 

c. Speed Calculation 

 

Because a speed sensorless system does not measure 

rotor speed directly, another speed estimation in order 

to detect synchronization loss is introduced. This 

estimation is calculated from the stator currents and 

voltages and is called a calculated speed ( cale _ ), as 

illustrated in Figure 1. In the normal condition 

(synchronous condition), estimated speed ( ê ) and 

calculated speed remain nearly equal. However, 

when synchronization loss occurs, these speed values 

diverge. Synchronization loss detection is 

algorithmically determined from the speed-delta 

( e ), that is, the difference between estimated 

speed and calculated speed. 

Motor speed is calculated on the basis of the PMSM 

mathematical model in the d-q frame explained in 

Harini et al. [27]. The PMSM model is: 
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where p is d/dt, sdi  is the stator current on the d-axis, 

sqi  is the stator current on the q-axis, sR is the stator 

resistance, sL is the stator inductance, N is the number 

of pole pairs, r is the rotor speed, and F  is the 

magnet flux linkage. Equation (4) can then be restated 

as: 
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If Equation (6) is used and the inputs obtained from the 

LPF, then Equation (6) becomes Equation (7):  
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where dfi is the filtered stator current on the d-axis, qfi  

is the filtered stator current on the q-axis, sdL  is the 

stator inductance on the d-axis, sqL  is the stator 

inductance on the q-axis, and rf is the rotor speed. 

In steady-state, i.e., 0qfi
dt

d
, then the electric 

motor rotational speed calculation result is given by: 
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Finally, the electric torque of the PMSM is given by: 

 

                  sqsdsqsdsqFe iiLLiNT                    (9)  

 

Figure 5 shows the synchronization loss testing 

system. A PMSM equipped with brakes is connected to 

the inverter. A Myway PE-Expert4 Digital Control System 

is used to control motor speed. The system is equipped 

with a monitoring system so that it can display motor 

data. To find out the actual rotor speed, the system is 

equipped with an Autonics Incremental Rotary 

Encoder E40HB10-1024-6-L-5 type as a sensor. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5 Implementation system 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The results of the proposed synchronization loss 

detection method can be seen in Figures 6 and 7. 

Figure 6 shows the estimated speed and calculated 

speed in a normal condition, i.e., synchronous 

condition. Figure 7 shows the estimated speed and 

calculated speed before and after a substantial load 

causes synchronization loss.  

 

 
Figure 6 Response of PMSM in normal condition  

 

 

From Figure 6, it is known that in the normal 

condition (synchronous condition), estimated speed 

( ê ) and calculated speed remain nearly equal. 

Although some oscillations occur when the motor is 

loaded, the motor speed returns to its setpoint value, 

i.e., 
*

r = 45 rps (with 
**

re N   = 180 rps). 

However, when synchronization loss occurs, these 

speed values diverge, as shown in Figure 7. It appears 

that when the motor substantially loaded above 100% 

by braking the rotor until it stops ( e  dropping to a 

value of 0 and oscillating there), the MRAS observer 

fails to indicate this state. Although the estimated 

speed value ( ê ) did drop slightly when the motor 

was loaded, the estimated speed then returned to the 

previously estimated speed value, even though the 

actual condition of the rotor was stopped. This 

estimate diverges from the calculated speed value 

( cale _ ). It appears that the calculated speed value is 

able to show changes in speed according to actual 

conditions. It can be concluded that the calculated 

speed value can be used as an acknowledgment of 

synchronization loss. In both figures, the PMSM electric 

torque value ( eT ) is calculated using Equation (9). 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Synchronization loss detection at speed 180 

revolutions per second 

 

 

As explained above, synchronization loss is 

determined from the speed-delta ( e ), i.e., the 

divergence between the estimated speed and 

calculated speed. It appears in Figure 7 that when 

synchronization loss occurs, the speed-delta value 

increases rapidly. Therefore, the speed-delta value 

can be used as an acknowledgment of 

synchronization loss. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, 

speed-delta values oscillate at transient conditions 

when motor rotation initiates. The delta speed 

boundaries value used in Figures 6 and 7 is ± 30 rps, 

while the delay period used is 0.5 seconds. The 

detection period used in both figures is 0.001 seconds. 

The values are shown in Table 3. Besides, the variable 

values (speed-delta boundary values, detection 

periods, and delay durations) used for the other set 

point speeds are also shown in Table 3, i.e. 
*

e = 100, 

120, 140, and 160 revolutions per second (rps). 
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From Table 3, it appears that the speed-delta 

boundary values are greater for higher setpoint 

speeds, since speed-delta fluctuations also are greater 

for higher setpoint speeds. This behavior is inversely 

proportional to that of detection period. It appears in 

Table 3 that the greater the setpoint motor speed, the 

shorter the detection period. For all setpoint speeds, 

the initiation of the synchronization loss detection 

algorithm was delayed for 0.5 s.   

The delay period and detection period values 

stated in Table 3 were determined experimentally, as 

explained in the methodology section. The algorithm 

was tried for several period values until it got the best 

values, as shown in Table 3. These period values 

depend on the setpoint speed, as explained above.  

 
Table 3 Variable values for synchronization loss detection  

 

No. 
Speed 

(rps) 

Delay 

period (s) 
Boundaries 

(rps) 

Detection 

period (s) 

1 100 0.5 ±10 0.2 

2 120 0.5 ±15 0.15 

3 140 0.5 ±20 0.1 

4 160 0.5 ±25 0.05 

5 180 0.5 ±30 0.001 
*rps = revolutions per second 

 

 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper, the loss of synchronization in a sensorless 

control system on a PMSM because of a big load 

(above 100%) has been successfully detected by a 

novel synchronization loss detection algorithm. 

Detection is determined by the divergence between 

the estimated speed and the speed calculated from 

the stator current and stator voltage. By selecting 

speed-delta boundary values and the correct 

detection period, this synchronization loss detection 

system works well to prevent synchronization loss. In 

future work, this system’s detection results will be used 

as an input to the speed sensorless system. This input 

will allow the speed sensorless system to overcome 

synchronization loss so that the motor can operate 

normally. 
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